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NMR in Drug DiscoveryNMR in Drug Discovery



NMR: NMR: PrinciplesPrinciples

NMR: RequirementsNMR: Requirements

--Upper limit of ~25kDa for routine analysis*Upper limit of ~25kDa for routine analysis*

--Ideally expressed in Ideally expressed in E. coliE. coli* for easy * for easy labellinglabelling with with 1515N and N and 1313CC
--Must be soluble and stableMust be soluble and stable

--Pure protein (>95%) at a high concentration (~1mM)*Pure protein (>95%) at a high concentration (~1mM)*

--Molecular structure is calculated from many Molecular structure is calculated from many 11HH--11H distances measured H distances measured by NMRby NMR

--Relative resonance frequency is called Relative resonance frequency is called chemical shiftchemical shift

--Based on the principle that some nuclei resonate at specific freBased on the principle that some nuclei resonate at specific frequencies when quencies when 
placed in an external magnetic fieldplaced in an external magnetic field

--Biophysical technique for resolving the threeBiophysical technique for resolving the three--dimensional structure of molecules dimensional structure of molecules 
in solutionin solution



NMR: IntroductionNMR: Introduction

Energy SeparationEnergy Separation

Pulse EffectPulse Effect

Free Induction DecayFree Induction Decay SpectrumSpectrum

Chemical Shift DistributionChemical Shift Distribution

FTFT



NMR Contributions to Drug DiscoveryNMR Contributions to Drug Discovery

NMRNMR

NMR structural NMR structural 
characterization characterization 

of target: of target: 
DruggabilityDruggability

FBS by NMR, 2DFBS by NMR, 2D--NMR, NMR, 
1D1D--NMRNMR

3D characterization 3D characterization 
of target/of target/ligandligand

complexes: Chemical complexes: Chemical 
shift analysisshift analysis

MetabonomicsMetabonomics
by NMRby NMR



3D Structural Determination of the Proteins by NMR3D Structural Determination of the Proteins by NMR

aa bb

cc

dd

-- NMR experimentsNMR experiments

-- 3D structure determination of the protein3D structure determination of the protein



Jerdostatin: Structural Characterization of a 
Novel Disintegrin

JerdostatinJerdostatin: Structural Characterization of a : Structural Characterization of a 
Novel Novel DisintegrinDisintegrin

N-term

C-term

K T
S

Lowest Energy 
Structure

Lowest Energy Lowest Energy 
StructureStructure

Structure 
Ensemble
Structure Structure 
EnsembleEnsemble



NMR Applications in Drug DiscoveryNMR Applications in Drug Discovery
FragmentFragment--Based ScreeningBased Screening



HTS vs FragmentHTS vs Fragment--Based ScreeningBased Screening

+

••
•

•

Large library: 105-106 compounds

Fully assembled potential lead candidates

IC50 detection limit: < 10 μM

•• Small library: 102-104 compounds

• Piece-by-piece, modular way

• Kd detection limit: 10 μM-1 mM



FragmentFragment--Based Screening has a higher hit rate than conventional HTSBased Screening has a higher hit rate than conventional HTS

HTSHTS

FragmentFragment--based screeningbased screening

Matches and mismatches...Matches and mismatches...

Rees Rees et alet al., ., NRDDNRDD, , 33 (2004), 660(2004), 660
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Measures ofMeasures of diversitydiversity && coveragecoverage
[Distance inversely related to similarity][Distance inversely related to similarity]

Selection rulesSelection rules: 1D and 2D filters to select cpds with specific physicochemical: 1D and 2D filters to select cpds with specific physicochemical
properties (MW, functional groups, clogP, H donors/acceptors), dproperties (MW, functional groups, clogP, H donors/acceptors), diversity based iversity based 
on Tanimoto distances, 3D pharmacophoric analysis, etc...on Tanimoto distances, 3D pharmacophoric analysis, etc...

Compound collections:Compound collections:~1x10~1x1066

Chemical spaceChemical space: : ~1x10~1x106060



TargetTarget--based Screeningbased Screening



• Extremely weak binding can be probed Extremely weak binding can be probed 
(up to 10 (up to 10 mM)/KmM)/Kdd information information 

•• Quality of starting points (real binders,Quality of starting points (real binders,
physicochemical properties, physicochemical properties, pKpKdd/hvatom/hvatom))

•• Easy to demonstrate competitive bindingEasy to demonstrate competitive binding

•• Structural information even in the absenceStructural information even in the absence
of sequenceof sequence--specific assignmentspecific assignment

AdvantagesAdvantages

Chemical Shift Mapping: What is it?Chemical Shift Mapping: What is it?



~70 peaks                                                    ~250 peaks

Chemical Shift Mapping: Protein ChemistryChemical Shift Mapping: Protein Chemistry



Methods that rely on the detection of an Methods that rely on the detection of an 
altered hydrodynamic propertyaltered hydrodynamic property

LigandLigand--based Screeningbased Screening



Hajduk et al., JACS 119, 12257 (1997)

LigandLigand Observe: Employ Property DifferencesObserve: Employ Property Differences

Big molecules (proteins)
Slow translational diffusion
Slow tumbling
Fast relaxation
Broad linewidths
Negative NOE

Small molecules (ligands)
Rapid translational diffusion
Fast tumbling
Slow relaxation
Narrow linewidths
Positive NOE 

A A ligandligand which binds to a protein in fast exchange diffuses less rapidlywhich binds to a protein in fast exchange diffuses less rapidly, and relaxes less slowly, and relaxes less slowly



Transferred NOESYTransferred NOESY

Proteins Proteins -- slow tumblingslow tumbling
Negative NOENegative NOE
Positive Positive crosspeakscrosspeaks in NOESYin NOESY

Small molecules Small molecules -- fast tumblingfast tumbling
Positive NOE Positive NOE 
Negative Negative crosspeakscrosspeaks in NOESYin NOESY

LigandLigand observeobserve



RelaxationRelaxation--edited NMR Experimentedited NMR Experiment

Acq.

n

2 ms 2 ms

CPMG pulse train

n=100; 400 ms spin lock time

AA: Transverse relaxation: Transverse relaxation--edited edited 11HH--NMR spectrum NMR spectrum 
of a mixture of 9 compounds in the absence of of a mixture of 9 compounds in the absence of 
FKBPFKBP

BB: Transverse relaxation: Transverse relaxation--edited edited 11HH--NMR spectrum NMR spectrum 
of the 9 compounds in the presence of FKBP after of the 9 compounds in the presence of FKBP after 
subtracting a similar spectrum recorded on just subtracting a similar spectrum recorded on just 
FKBPFKBP

CC: Difference spectrum shows binding compound: Difference spectrum shows binding compound

LigandLigand observeobserve

aabb

c,dc,d



DiffusionDiffusion--edited NMR Experimentedited NMR Experiment

Gz

1H
τ 400 ms
δ

τ

defocusing
gradient pulse

refocusing
gradient pulse

LigandLigand observeobserve

a,ba,b
cc

dd

AA: Diffusion: Diffusion--edited edited 11HH--NMR spectrum of a mixture NMR spectrum of a mixture 
of 9 compounds in the absence of protein recorded of 9 compounds in the absence of protein recorded 
with low gradient strengthwith low gradient strength

BB: Diffusion: Diffusion--edited edited 11HH--NMR spectrum of the 9 NMR spectrum of the 9 
compounds in the presence of protein recorded compounds in the presence of protein recorded 
with low gradient strength after subtracting a with low gradient strength after subtracting a 
similar spectrum recorded with high gradient similar spectrum recorded with high gradient 
strength to remove the protein signalsstrength to remove the protein signals

CC: Difference spectrum shows binding compound: Difference spectrum shows binding compound

PFG-STE



Methods that rely on transfer of an NMRMethods that rely on transfer of an NMR
signal between target and ligandsignal between target and ligand

LigandLigand--based Screeningbased Screening



STD STD -- Saturation Transfer DifferenceSaturation Transfer Difference

Mayer and Meyer, Mayer and Meyer, AngewAngew. Chem. Int. Ed., . Chem. Int. Ed., 38 38 (1999), 1784(1999), 1784

Selective irradiation Selective irradiation 
of protein of protein methylsmethyls

CH3

Saturation transferSaturation transfer
to bound to bound ligandligand

CH3 CH3



STD: STD: EpitopeEpitope Recognition and Pulse SchemeRecognition and Pulse Scheme

±±xx

To allow the To allow the 
calculation of Icalculation of I00--
IIsatsat

WATERGATEWATERGATE--55

On/OffOn/Off

Suppression of receptor signalsSuppression of receptor signals



WaterWater--LOGSYLOGSY

Selective Selective 
inversion inversion 
of of waterwater

DalvitDalvit et alet al., ., J. J. BiomolBiomol. NMR, . NMR, 18 18 (2000), 5(2000), 5

Protein 1 Protein 1 -- 10 10 uMuM
Mixture of 4 Mixture of 4 -- 10 compounds at 200 10 compounds at 200 uMuM eacheach

Saturation Saturation 
transfertransfer

to protein and to protein and 
to bound to bound ligandligand



--Lower spectrum: WaterLower spectrum: Water--LOGSY spectrum of a library of ten LOGSY spectrum of a library of ten 
compounds in the presence of cdk2compounds in the presence of cdk2

--Positive signals: Positive signals: IndoleIndole derivative with binding affinity for cdk2derivative with binding affinity for cdk2

WaterWater--LOGSY: Discriminate Binding by SignLOGSY: Discriminate Binding by Sign



Methods that do not fall into eitherMethods that do not fall into either
categorycategory

LigandLigand--based Screeningbased Screening



Spin Labels for Spin Labels for LigandsLigands and Proteinsand Proteins

Reference Reference 11H NMR spectrum, no H NMR spectrum, no 
protein presentprotein present

Compound mixture in the Compound mixture in the 
presence of the protein and presence of the protein and 
saturating amounts of a spinsaturating amounts of a spin--
labeledlabeled first first ligandligand

TT11ρρ relaxation experiments of two relaxation experiments of two 
binding and four nonbinding and four non--binding binding 
compounds without FKBP, compounds without FKBP, 
unlabeled FKBP and spinunlabeled FKBP and spin--labeledlabeled
FKBP (FKBP (lysineslysines residues with residues with 
TEMPO)TEMPO)



Lead Optimization by NMRLead Optimization by NMR

In the pharmaceutical environment, In the pharmaceutical environment, NMRNMR is also used for structure is also used for structure 
determination of proteins and protein complexesdetermination of proteins and protein complexes, , although very oftenalthough very often, , 
structures are solved by structures are solved by XX--rayray (particularly for high(particularly for high--affinity binders)affinity binders)

Still,Still, NMRNMR can provide high quality structural information forcan provide high quality structural information for complexes complexes 
of weakly bound compoundsof weakly bound compounds,  ,  and can be used to characteriseand can be used to characterise proteins proteins 
that do not crystallisethat do not crystallise



CapotenCapoten//HypertensionHypertension/BMS/BMS

AgerenaseAgerenase/HIV/HIV--AIDS/AIDS/VertexVertex & GSK& GSK

RelenzaRelenza/Influenza//Influenza/MonashMonash Univ. & GSKUniv. & GSK

TarcevaTarceva/NSCLC/OSI & /NSCLC/OSI & GenentechGenentech

TrusoptTrusopt/Glaucoma//Glaucoma/MerckMerck

AluviranAluviran/HIV/HIV--AIDS/AIDS/AbbottAbbott

ViraceptViracept/HIV/HIV--AIDS/AIDS/Agouron(PfizerAgouron(Pfizer) & ) & LillyLilly

TamifluTamiflu/Influenza//Influenza/GileadGilead & Roche& Roche

GleevecGleevec/CML//CML/NovartisNovartis

ExantaExanta//VenousVenous ThromboembolicThromboembolic EventsEvents//AstraZenecaAstraZeneca

Drugs Derived from StructureDrugs Derived from Structure--Based ApproachesBased Approaches



StructureStructure--Based Design using Chemical Shift DataBased Design using Chemical Shift Data

Assign ligand-induced amide proton chemical shifts

Use JSURF to locate the binding site

Dock ligands into this site using GOLD/GLIDE

Rank ligand poses using SHIFTY

Structure-based design of modified ligands

AstraZeneca Computational Chemistry/CIPF Structural BiologyAstraZeneca Computational Chemistry/CIPF Structural Biology
(Martin Packer & Antonio Pineda(Martin Packer & Antonio Pineda--LucenaLucena))
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conc (mM)
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Analysis of Chemical Shift Mapping ExperimentsAnalysis of Chemical Shift Mapping Experiments
KKdd AnalysisAnalysis

Chemical shift mapping experimentChemical shift mapping experiment Fitting of experimental dataFitting of experimental data

Analysis requires an automatic routine for peak picking, and the 
ability to carry the assignment from one spectrum to another

Critical to identify and assign all the amino acids involved in the
interaction with the ligand

In many cases, the most important amino acids are absent in the 
free form of the enzyme (eg, residues in loop which only become 
apparent in the spectrum once the protein binds to a ligand)



JsurfJsurf Analysis of the Interaction of Analysis of the Interaction of BenzamidineBenzamidine with a Proteasewith a Protease



1.1.-- Assign ligandAssign ligand--induced amide proton chemical shiftsinduced amide proton chemical shifts

2.2.-- Use JSURF to locate binding siteUse JSURF to locate binding site

3.3.-- Dock ligands into this site with GOLD/AUTODOCKDock ligands into this site with GOLD/AUTODOCK

4.4.-- Use SHIFTY to score docked poses by calculating proton chemicalUse SHIFTY to score docked poses by calculating proton chemical shifts for each pose shifts for each pose 

5.5.-- StructureStructure--based design of modified ligandsbased design of modified ligands

FragmentFragment--based Screening Campaignbased Screening Campaign



HitHit

AnalogsAnalogs

Optimized hitOptimized hit

Structural informationStructural information

Additional screeningAdditional screening

LinkedLinked--fragment           Mergedfragment           Merged--fragment        Elaboration         Combinatorial Librariesfragment        Elaboration         Combinatorial Libraries

XX--Ray/NMRRay/NMR

Combination StrategyCombination Strategy

??

From Hit Identification to Lead Generation



NMR Screening Campaign for Second Site BindersNMR Screening Campaign for Second Site Binders

11stst sitesite 22ndnd sitesite

11stst sitesite 22ndnd sitesite

Find the best second site binder in Find the best second site binder in 
the presence of a first site binder the presence of a first site binder 
((egeg, , benzamidinebenzamidine))

Assess the binding of the best first Assess the binding of the best first 
site binder in the presence of the best site binder in the presence of the best 
second site binder and link the second site binder and link the 
fragmentsfragments



•• FragmentFragment--based screening works best when you can rapidly increase the sizbased screening works best when you can rapidly increase the size of your e of your 
molecule based on some rational means molecule based on some rational means 

•• e.g two fragments that bind to proximal sites almost guarantee ae.g two fragments that bind to proximal sites almost guarantee a nMnM compound compound 
when linked properlywhen linked properly

•• Second site screening and linking are critical Second site screening and linking are critical –– much harder than finding 1much harder than finding 1stst site ligandssite ligands
•• substantially weaker affinitiessubstantially weaker affinities
•• presence of the first site blocker can interfere with the measurpresence of the first site blocker can interfere with the measurements ements 

•• Rapid explosion around a chemical series using highRapid explosion around a chemical series using high--throughput organic synthesis can be throughput organic synthesis can be 
very successfulvery successful

•• but only when we know (based on structure) where to modify and hbut only when we know (based on structure) where to modify and how far to extend ow far to extend 
outout

•• FragmentFragment--based optimization is now finding significant applicationbased optimization is now finding significant application
•• even 1even 1stst site ligands can be valuable information to a mature project whsite ligands can be valuable information to a mature project when coupled en coupled 

with structure and superimposed on the current serieswith structure and superimposed on the current series
•• Always surprises as to what groups bind where that can be incorpAlways surprises as to what groups bind where that can be incorporated orated 
•• Not utilizing the exact fragment found by NMR, but using informaNot utilizing the exact fragment found by NMR, but using information derived from tion derived from 

that fragment to impact a mature chemical series.that fragment to impact a mature chemical series.

SummarySummary



•• The structural characterisation of proteins and peptides of pharThe structural characterisation of proteins and peptides of pharmaceutical maceutical 
interest, especially in areas of cellular invasion and metastasiinterest, especially in areas of cellular invasion and metastasis. s. 

•• The identification of modulators of the biological activity of The identification of modulators of the biological activity of targets of targets of 
therapeutic interest. Design based on the structure of hightherapeutic interest. Design based on the structure of high--affinity inhibitors. affinity inhibitors. 
Validation of compounds identified through HTP or virtual screenValidation of compounds identified through HTP or virtual screening. ing. 

•• Structural genomics with emphasis on the characterisation of prStructural genomics with emphasis on the characterisation of proteins or oteins or 
protein domains related to pathologies.protein domains related to pathologies.

•• Control of stem cell fate by small molecules: CellControl of stem cell fate by small molecules: Cell--type characterization and type characterization and 
modemode--ofof--action determination based on action determination based on metabonomicsmetabonomics..

Lines of ResearchLines of ResearchLines of Research



HeparanaseHeparanase: Biochemical Activity: Biochemical Activity



MMPsMMPs and Metastasisand Metastasis



Toxicity PreToxicity Pre--evaluation: NMR Profilingevaluation: NMR Profiling

MetabonomicsMetabonomics: Study of metabolic changes in urine, serum, or tissue after an: Study of metabolic changes in urine, serum, or tissue after an
organism has been exposed to a drug organism has been exposed to a drug 

BiofluidsBiofluids analysis by NMR has already been shown to predict accurately lianalysis by NMR has already been shown to predict accurately liver and ver and 
kidney toxicity kidney toxicity 

COMET: COMET: COnsortiumCOnsortium for for MEtabonomicMEtabonomic Toxicology. Academy/Industry partnership Toxicology. Academy/Industry partnership 



Toxicity PreToxicity Pre--evaluation: evaluation: ““InIn--cellcell”” Profiling by NMRProfiling by NMR

““InIn--cellcell”” NMR has a lot of potential applications:NMR has a lot of potential applications:

Identification of novel Biomarkers (e.g., BIdentification of novel Biomarkers (e.g., B--CLL project)CLL project)

Characterization of interactions between apparently different ceCharacterization of interactions between apparently different cellll--
signalling pathways (e.g., combination drugs)signalling pathways (e.g., combination drugs)

Analysis (systems biology approach) of metabolic pathways Analysis (systems biology approach) of metabolic pathways 
after being exposed to a drug (e.g., detection of undesired after being exposed to a drug (e.g., detection of undesired 
interactions)interactions)



1313CC--HSQC: Natural AbundanceHSQC: Natural Abundance



StructuralStructural GenomicsGenomics: Hsp90 : Hsp90 CofactorsCofactors

TargetTarget 11: Tah1, : Tah1, EpigeneticEpigenetic Gene Gene RegulationRegulation
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